Despair and Hopelessness Won’t Just Be Felt by the Bad Guys
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By Cathy Harris, Syndicated Columnist
SUICIDE WEEKEND:
When the final arrests of these Satanic Cult Worshipping Pedophiles and others that have
committed ‘Crimes Against Humanity’ takes place, many won’t just give up. For many
they will probably take their own lives. However, this uneasiness and grief that started
with the 2020 Great Awakening -- probably won’t just be felt by the bad guys.
Use this holiday wisely with compassion, empathy, and humility and try one more time to
discuss what is happening with your family and friends. Because they have been
programmed, brainwashed, and indoctrinated by the media -- they have no idea of the
amount of MASSIVE VOTER FRAUD that has taken place in this country.
Mainstream media is not showing any of this so they are TOTALLY in the dark. People
living in the light, especially 5th dimensioners and truthers, are already calling the
weekend when everyone finds out that Trump is still elected their president -#SuicideWeekend. This is when many of the people find out that Trump is still President
because of the MASSIVE VOTING FRAUD and the new www.Quantum.gov voting
system.
THE ELECTION WAS A STING OPERATION:
This is what happened!!! The election was used as a #StingOperation by the Trump camp.
He has been playing 5D Chess the entire time. This is Chess, not Checkers so all of this
will take time. But this is what he did -- two voting systems were running SIDE by SIDE
during the election process on Nov 3, 2020.
THE FIRST SYSTEM: In the old voting system Democrats voted in a MASSIVE,
MASSIVE, MASSIVE voting fraud election so that is where Trump will probably end up in
the Supreme Court to allow them to make a decision.
THE SECOND SYSTEM: This is where Trump launched the https://www.quantum.gov/
VOTING SYSTEM by using voting cards that were WATERMARKED and could be seen
from outer space so all the voting cards are accounted for.
With this system, it shows that Trump won the election by 80%. He had around 420
electoral votes and Biden had around 120.
I also believe other seats (Senate, Congressmen, and other legislative seats) CAN and
WILL be challenged also with the Quantum Voting System. The reason he is going all the
way to the Supreme Court is to give people time to WAKE UP and not cause a CIVIL

WAR. So, therefore, do what you can to keep your family and friends calm and prepare
them for what is to come.
EXECUTIVE ORDER/CONSTITUTION:
Also, there was an Executive Order signed by Trump in 2018 and is also a part of the
Constitution that states if any party is found to have used VOTER FRAUD...then the
victory goes to the other party automatically.
So since massive voter fraud has been proven the election goes to Trump. There have
been a ton of whistleblowers that have come forward and many have already been
arrested.
HOLIDAY SEASON SAFETY:
Also, ladies be careful this holiday season. Know where your children are at all times. We
don't know how many Sex and Human Traffickers and Child Pedophiles are still out there.
#SaveOurChildren.
LAST CLOSE DOWN:
This will be the LAST CLOSE DOWN and some areas probably won't close down at all
so take this close down with a grain of salt. There is NO CORONA VIRUS out there and
if it was -- it is simply a cold or you might get the flu. Take off your mask!!! Many people
are coming down with #BacterialAmmonia from wearing masks.
Stay away from hospitals and stay at home and boost your immune system with good
food, good water, daily supplements, regular exercise, plenty of rest, regular detoxications
and breathe in #FreshAir (Remove your mask).
People are already buying more toilet tissue. The closedown is to keep you safe while
they round up the last of the people who committed 'Crimes Against Humanity' - murders,
rapes, Child Pedophilia, Sex and Human Trafficking, etc.
Read my FIRST HEALTH book and take the 12 steps... There are 12 Chapters/12 Steps:
How To Take Control of Your Own Life: A Self-Help Guide to Becoming Healthier
Over the Next 30 Days (Series 3) - available as e-book and paperback https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B006N46Z1K/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_bibl_vppi_i8
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